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Based on the body of 

evidence, we can see that it is 

absolutely correct to take a 

precautionary approach and 

ban these chemicals.



OUTLINE
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 Is the world ready for a Bayesian approach to treat evidence and uncertainty

 Concluding remarks



WHAT IS EVIDENCE

 A thing or set of things helpful in forming a conclusion or judgment

 Ground for belief or disbelief

 Data on which to base proof or to establish truth or falsehood

 Something that makes plain or clear; an indication or sign

 Law. data presented to a court or jury in proof of the facts in issue and 
which may include the testimony of witnesses, records, documents, or objects.

 Evidence is research findings derived from the systematic collection of data through observation and 
experiment and the formulation of questions and testing of hypotheses

 Quantify evidence in favor of the null-hypothesis

 Synonyms: information, …, proof



MEDICINE

GRADE
Underlying methodology Quality rating

Randomized trials; or double-

upgraded observational studies.

High

Downgraded randomized trials; or 

upgraded observational studies.

Moderate

Double-downgraded randomized 

trials; or observational studies.

Low

Triple-downgraded randomized 

trials; or downgraded observational 

studies; or case series/case reports.

Very low



ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT DECISIONS

Dicks, L., Walsh, J. and Sutherland, W. (2014). Organising evidence for environmental 

management decisions: a “4S” hierarchy. Trends in Ecology & Evolution 29:607-612.



META-ANALYSIS

Spiegelhalter and Best (2003). Bayesian approaches to mulitple sources of evidence and uncertainty

in complex cost-effectiveness modelling. Statist. Med.

Charnley Stanmore



”BAYESIAN USE” OF EVIDENCE – BAYESIAN BELIEF NETWORKS

 Hard evidence (instantiation) for a node X in a BBN is evidence that the state of X is 

definitely a particular value. 

 Soft evidence for a node X in a BBN is any evidence that enables us to update the 

prior probability values for the states of X. 

 “Soft evidence does still have value, but only in the absence of hard evidence. If there 

is no supporting hard evidence, then the best available forms of soft evidence should 

be used in the meantime.”



”BAYESIAN USE” OF EVIDENCE – EXPERT INFORMED PRIORS

 Can expert knowledge be evidence?



”BAYESIAN USE” OF EVIDENCE - BAYESIAN META-ANALYSIS

Spiegelhalter and Best (2003). Bayesian approaches to mulitple sources of evidence and uncertainty

in complex cost-effectiveness modelling. Statist. Med.



”BAYESIAN USE” OF EVIDENCE – BAYESIAN HIERARCHICAL

MODELLING

 BHM to take into account differences between

sources of evidence

 System process

 Observation process

 Extrapolation process

 …



”BAYESIAN USE” OF EVIDENCE – BAYESIAN EVIDENCE SYNTHESIS

Available

evidence

P(Y|θ)

Unknown

parameters

θ

Simulator

f(θ|D)

Predictions for 

Decision 

Analysis

System processes

Observation 

process

Utility

U(D|Y)

Spiegelhalter and Best (2003). Bayesian approaches to mulitple sources of evidence and uncertainty

in complex cost-effectiveness modelling. Statist. Med.



”BAYESIAN USE” OF EVIDENCE – BAYESIAN EVIDENCE SYNTHESIS

Available

evidence

P(Y|θ)

Unknown

parameters

θ

Simulator

f(θ|D)

Predictions for 

Decision 

Analysis
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Spiegelhalter and Best (2003). Bayesian approaches to mulitple sources of evidence and uncertainty

in complex cost-effectiveness modelling. Statist. Med.

Backward MC:

MCMC 

sampling

Forward MC: 

2dim MC 

simulation

A direct link from data 

to decision instead of a 

a two-stage approach: 

backward and forward 

simulation



IS THE WORLD READY FOR A BAYESIAN TREATMENT OF EVIDENCE

AND UNCERTAINTY

Regan et al. 

First, the world must 

be aware of that

there is uncertainty



IS THE WORLD READY FOR A BAYESIAN TREATMENT OF EVIDENCE

AND UNCERTAINTY

Stated 1990! 

Is it done

today?

Second, adapt scientific

method to use principles

to quantify uncertainty

when that is the objective



IS THE WORLD READY FOR A BAYESIAN TREATMENT OF EVIDENCE

AND UNCERTAINTY

 European Food Safety Authority – Environmental and 

Health risk assessments for the EU

 Guidance on Uncertainty in EFSA Scientific

Assessment (draft Feb 2016)

 To meet the general requirement for transparency, all 

EFSA scientific assessments must include

consideration of uncertainties



EFSA KEY CONCEPTS FOR UNCERTAINTY ANALYSIS

 Uncertainty is personal and temporal. The task of uncertainty analysis is to express the 

uncertainty of the assessors, at the time they conduct the assessment: there is no 

single ”true” uncertainty

 Evidence, agreement, confidence and conservatism are related but distinct concepts. 

Measures of evidence and agreement may be useful in assessing uncertainty but are

not sufficient alone. 

Sounds very Bayesian to me

What would be the relation between

evidence and uncertainty in a Bayesian

perspective

Is the world ready for a Bayesian treatment of evidence and uncertainty



EFSA KEY CONCEPTS FOR UNCERTAINTY ANALYSIS

 Probability is the preferred measure for expressing uncertainty, as it quantifies the relative 

likelihood of alternative outcomes, which is what decision-makers need to know

 All well-defined uncertainties can be quantified using subjective probability

 Uncertainty analysis should begin early in the assessment process and not be left to end

Why is takling about probabilty so complicated?

So is the subjective probability a different probabilty than the previous?

Did they mean that the previous is a relative frequency? Sometimes it is, sometimes not. If not, it is a subjective

probability as well. 

Yes!

Is the world ready for a Bayesian treatment of evidence and uncertainty



QUANTITATIVE METHODS REVIEWED BY EFSA – ”WELL KNOWN”

 Quantitative uncertainty tables

 Deterministic calculations with conservative

assumptions

 Sensitivity analysis

 Interval analysis

 Expert knowledge elicitation

 Monte Carlo simulation – taking random samples

from probability distributions representing

uncertainty and/or variability

 Confidence intervals & the Bootstrap - quantifying

uncertainty about parameters in a statistical model

of variability on the basis of data

 Bayesian inference – quantifying uncertainty about

parameters in a statistical model of variability on the 

basis of data and expert judgement about the values

of the parameters

The Bayesian inference is 

taking into account!

Is the world ready for a Bayesian treatment of evidence and uncertainty



QUANTITATIVE METHODS REVIEWED BY EFSA – ”ODD”

 Probability bound analysis - a general method for combining limited probablity

specifications about inputs in order to make a limited probabiltiy specification about

the ouput of a risk calculation.

 Other quantitative methods - uncertainty expressed in terms of

 Possibilities

 Imprecise probabilities

 Bayesian modelling

Bayesian modelling - the last method mentioned

But Bayesian modelling is not an expression of uncertainty – it 

is a way to quantify uncertainty by probability

Is the world ready for a Bayesian treatment of evidence and uncertainty



IS THE WORLD READY FOR A BAYESIAN TREATMENT OF EVIDENCE

AND UNCERTAINTY

What does Spiegelhalter say?



RECOMMENDATIONS TO FACE DEEPER UNCERTAINTIES IN 

MODELLING FOR EVIDENCE AND DECISIONS

1. Use quantitative models with aleatory and epistemic uncertainty expressed as Bayesian
probability distributions

2. Conduct sensitivity analysis to alternative model forms and assess evidential support for 
alterantive structures, without putting probabilities to models

3. Provide a list of known model limitations and a judgement of their qualitative or 
quantitative influence and ensuring there has been a fully imaginative consideration of
possible futures

4. Provide a qualitative expression of confidence, or lack of it, in any analysis based on the 
quality of the underlyling evidence, possibly expressed using an adpated GRADE scale or 
the IPCC guidance

Spiegelhalter and Riesch (2011). Don’t know, can’t know: embracing deeper uncertainties

when analysing risks. Phil. Trans. R. Soc. A

Is the world ready for a Bayesian treatment of evidence and uncertainty



RECOMMENDATIONS TO FACE DEEPER UNCERTAINTIES IN 

MODELLING FOR EVIDENCE AND DECISIONS

5. In situations of low confidence, use deliberately imprecise expressions of uncertainty about

quantities, such as their orders-of-magnitude, whether they are positive or negative, or 

even refuse to give any judgement at all; the IPCC guidance suggests a calibrated scale for 

these expressions

6. When exploring possible actions, look for robustness to error, reslience to the unforeseen, 

and potential for adaptivity in the face of the unexpected

7. Seek transparency and ease of interrogation of any model, with clear expression of the 

provenance of assumptions

8. Communicate the estimates with humility, communicate the uncertainty with confidence.

Spiegelhalter and Riesch (2011). Don’t know, can’t know: embracing deeper uncertainties

when analysing risks. Phil. Trans. R. Soc. A

Is the world ready for a Bayesian treatment of evidence and uncertainty



CONCLUDING REMARKS

A Bayesian perspective allow us to:

 Consider quality in evidence evaluted in different ways, including expert judgement

 Quantify uncertainty in evidence taking into account differences in quality

 Take into account different observations processes

 View ”more or less complex model based” predictions as evidence (perhaps at a 
different level e.g. soft versus hard evidence)

 Evalute robustness in evidence by combining BES with sensitivity analysis or use
generalized BES


